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In Amalia Ulman’s ‘El Planeta’, Even the Scammers
are Being Scammed
The artist’s first feature film depicts a mother-daughter pair of grifters trying to stay afloat through
financial recession 

T BY TRAVIS DIEHL IN OPINION | 05 FEB 21

Amalia Ulman has honed the act of disappointment. At several points during the artist’s

first feature-length film, El Planeta (The Planet), which premiered at the Sundance Film

Festival on 30 January, her face flickers through shock, chagrin and disgust, before

hardening into resignation. This upon finding out, over coffee in a cafe, what sex work

actually pays; learning as the sun rises that her date has a wife and son; and rifling

through bare cupboards in the apartment she squats with her flighty, superstitious

mother. The film’s romantic setting feels downcast, too: the seaside town of Gijón,

Spain, where Ulman grew up, still hasn’t recovered from the 2008 recession. Brown

paper and ‘se vende’ (for sale) signs block many windows. All is black and white,

drained and gorgeous; the camera holds while characters talk and pans as they walk the

streets, as if expecting catharsis that never comes.

The saline texture of El Planeta suggests the raw confessions of cinema verité as much

as the staged and premeditated oversharing of social media. It also satirizes the way

contemporary culture, not least visual art, rewards exposure with more exposure. In one

scene, Ulman’s character, Leonor Jimenez, shows her mother a shirt with a transparent

vinyl window stitched over one breast, complete with a wholesome curtain. (‘What’s

with this shirt?’ her mother says. ‘I don’t know. Feminism.’) In another, a magazine

editor wants Jimenez, an aspiring couturier, to style a shoot in New York – they’ll even

cover a night in a hotel – but, of course, the job doesn’t pay and an overseas flight is out

of the question. 

Fake it ’til you make it, as they say. But making it isn’t any more real. While her mother

buys furs on the credit of a politician she doesn’t know, Jimenez the daughter makes

clothes, looks for love, scrapes for odd jobs – all hustles analogous to the dismal

glamour of making it as an artist or filmmaker. As for the conventional alternative –

pulling yourself up through hard work and thriftiness – there have been few greater

scams. ‘We all live a fiction of our own choosing, within the stage provided by the state,’

said Ulman in Sordid Scandal (2020), a PowerPoint lecture/performance. Welcome to

the neoliberal bind. 
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El Planeta describes the static, banal side of a globetrotting, expatriate life that Ulman

has both probed and embodied throughout her career. In Buyer Walker Rover (2019), an

elegant short video structured around a phone call, Ulman’s character is alone in Yiwu,

China, trying to gain a foothold by teaching English classes. Subtitles sprinkled around

the frame in Ikea blue and gold translate their conversation into 12 languages. The

lingua franca, though, is shopping: alone in a strange city, she says, the only things you

can rely on for comfort are the markets and shops, where the products look the same the

world over.

 Amalia Ulman, El Planta, 2021, film still. Courtesy: the artist and Holga
Meow Pictures
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With El Planeta, Ulman elevates the themes of performative sex and class that suffuse

her Instagram and video work to arthouse heights. The film also has a companion text

in the artist’s life. Ulman and her mother, Alejandra Ulman, play a mother and daughter

based to a degree on themselves and, to another degree, on a pair of real-life grifters

from Gijón who, as the world crashed, succeeded in running up more than €5,000 in

credit for clothes and food simply because they looked rich. 

Sordid Scandal, commissioned by Tate and streamed online in September last year after

El Planeta wrapped, blends the backstory of the film’s production with Ulman’s

biography. At age 10, she says in a voice-over, her elderly landlords appeared to give her

their apartment. Years later, though, Ulman’s father disputed this in court. He showed

the judge a copy of Forbes’s ‘30 Under 30’ list from 2016 on which Ulman appeared and

cited her 2014 Instagram performance, Excellences & Perfections, as evidence of her

character – in particular, the fact that many articles about the work lazily use the word

‘hoax’. Ulman says that, to the judge, this was proof she was not only a millionaire but

an infamous scammer, too. She lost the suit and the flat.

Main image: Amalia Ulman, El Planta, 2021, film still. Courtesy: the artist
and Holga Meow Pictures
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Main image: Amalia Ulman, El Planta, 2021, film still. Courtesy: the artist
and Holga Meow Pictures
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Ulman opens the lecture, delivered mostly in English, with a line in Spanish: ‘Hello, my

name is Amalia, and I am an Iberia stewardess.’ As far as I know, she isn’t: the line is a

tip of the beret to both the itinerancy of the art circuit and the thigh-high emotional

labour of contemporary art, wherein artists produce not only work but the illusion of

availability. The artist, in other words, creates a real-life character that you can meet,

even know, through their work. The work also breaks the ice with a stewardess joke,

reminding you that it’s all burlesque. 

Whether heralding a faux pregnancy in Privilege (2015–16) or feigning a boob job in

Excellences & Perfections, Ulman has amply demonstrated that fakeness is fake and

appearances are real, insofar as images conjure real characters. The outrage expressed

by her followers when these Instagram ‘lies’ were revealed is just as performative, like

fanning Edwardians in their fascinators decrying the deceptions of theatre. As Ulman’s

character says in El Planeta, while gamely scheduling watersports with a strange man:

‘Whatever turns you on, turns me on.’ With auteurs and their oeuvres, it’s often the

reverse: whatever turns them on, turns us on, or else we walk away.

In Spanish, ‘el planeta’ is a masculine noun. In Ulman’s film, the family patriarch is

dead and the money is gone; the ruses of Jimenez and her mother are less a reckless

social freeclimb than desperate gambits to keep up the appearances of their old life. The

mother’s fur coat does the trick until, inevitably, it doesn’t. As for Jimenez, the men she

meets on her more honest hustles all promise the world yet all disappoint. Ulman says

in Sordid Scandal that she took up the most vulgar artform (film) to objectify her most

vulgar trouble (her father). If women can use their appearances to manipulate men, as

the cliché goes, it doesn’t seem to be working in the Gijón of the film. But Ulman makes

objects of men and women alike. El Planeta is a damning picture of the gap between

what we’re promised – the whole world, nothing less – and what we get.

Main image: Amalia Ulman, El Planta, 2021, film still. Courtesy: the artist and Holga Meow Pictures
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CONTINENTAL GRIFT
January 31, 2021 • Gilda Williams on Amalia Ulman’s El Planeta (2021)

Amalia Ulman, El Planeta, 2021, DCP, black-and-white, sound, 79 minutes. Leonor and María (Amalia Ulman and Ale�
Ulman).

EL PLANETA, billed as “a comedy about eviction” and the first feature film by artist Amalia�
Ulman, is loosely based on the real-life Spanish mother-daughter petty-crime duo Justina and�
Ana Belén. Arrested in 2012, the penniless yet elegant pair posed as wealthy ladies and�
scammed countless restauranteurs and shop-owners—who’d trusted the apparently well-
heeled women to eventually settle their bill —out of thousands of euros. In El Planeta, lead

actor Ulman (who also wrote the screenplay) plays fashion student Leonor who, in the�
aftermath of her father’s death, can no longer afford her London university and is forced to�
return to her seaside hometown, the drizzly and geriatric Gijón (where the Belén family also�
resided). Leo awaits news about an uncertain scholarship with mother María (the director’s�
real-life mother, Ale Ulman), who’s inherited from her late husband only debts and a looming�
eviction from their cramped Gijón apartment.

“El Planeta” is the name of a restaurant where Leo and María eventually grift a meal, posing�
as close friends of the mayor, but the title seems mostly to allude to the film’s symbolic locale:



Planet Poverty. Resigned and resourceful, both women have adapted to this Planet’s demands,
expertly raising an iPhone just so, like an antenna, to catch their neighbor’s Wi-Fi;
remembering to send clothes back within the thirty-day return period; grooming to pass as
middle class. They cope bravely as their meager amenities—food, heating, electricity—vanish
one by one. With their apartment now steeped in darkness, Leo patiently interrupts her
reading on the communal stairway to get up and switch back on the hall-light, when it
repeatedly times out. María—all fur coat, dark glasses and blonde Anna Wintour bob—
maintains a veneer of bourgeois respectability even when caught shoplifting. The pair drain
the fag end of a “borrowed” credit card to splurge at a department store beauty counter rather
than squander funds on, say, groceries and bills.

Hailed as “the first great Instagram artist” in 2016, the Argentinian-born, Spanish-raised, UK-
educated, US-based Ulman rocketed to art-world fame with her web-based Excellences &
Perfections, performing a young woman’s online rise and fall and rise to a rapt and believing
Instagram audience back in 2014. The artist’s distinct brand of hyper-stylish, youthful
glamour translates seamlessly to the big screen as she revisits themes of faking it and social
class. Ulman is a born star, an expressive and mysterious object of desire blessed with
endearing vulnerability, an unreal beauty suggestive of Disney’s Snow White, and stupendous
dress sense. Excellences & Perfections’s chameleonic ability to conjure webgenic ideals of
femininity is here replayed in Leo’s willingness to repackage herself as required. She attempts
sex work, but her awkward rendezvous at a cheap cafe with a would-be john (Nacho
Vigalondo) quickly slams into a dead-end: She’d read online to expect 500Є; his estimate for
an extramarital quickie hovers in the humiliating 20Є region. Communication does not
improve with Amadeus (Zhou Chen), the handsome cashier at her local discount store, despite

their instant bond over a mutual past in faraway, longed-for London. Their encounter too ends
abruptly and deplorably—although an earlier scene, which sees a vodka-swigging Leo
prepping for her romantic date while dancing with abandon in the mirror, is sheer delight: a
rare, brief season of joy on this Planet, however lonely and narcissistic. Both women rarely
smile, except in selfies.

All the men—whether potential clients, lovers, or employers—are uniformly irredeemable,
forever greeting Leo with their undisguised disappointment over her recent haircut. When
possible new boyfriend Amadeus holds Leo’s face in his hands in a patronizing gesture, Leo
immediately does the same to him, insinuating that she’ll treat him exactly as he treats her. Yet
despite apparently being well-versed in gender equality and, it seems, brainier than everybody
else, Leo watches the men around her come out on top every time. It comes as no surprise that
the recent death of beloved cat Holga reduces the women to sobs, whereas Dad is never
mourned.

El Planeta’s lush black-and-white cinematography recalls the neorealist style of early Jim
Jarmusch, whose characters’ ennui seems to seep into their drab surroundings. Back in the



https://www.artforum.com/film/gilda-williams-on-amalia-ulman-s-el-planeta-2021-84945

1980s, Jarmusch’s movies startlingly introduced long empty stretches of precious screen time,
carelessly tossed away while “nothing happened.” El Planeta too has multiple uneventful
scenes, lingering a beat or two longer than necessary. Here, Ulman expertly equates wasted
movie footage with the valueless days of the unemployed women, who are often pictured
killing time: María deep-cleaning the apartment she’s on the verge of losing forever, Leo
distractedly window-shopping streets lined with boarded shops and garish bargain stores.

Filmed in the fall of 2019, El Planeta inadvertently reveals how much 2020’s homebound
isolation was underway long before “quarantine” became a staple in our active vocabulary.
Thrown into constant togetherness by circumstance, the women seem only safe at home—free
from suspicious shop assistants, ungenerous men, racks of unaffordable things. The pair are
enduring an almost prophetic, lockdown-like in-between time: Leo, waiting to resume school;
María, whiling away the hours before commencing her last-ditch “retirement plan”: jail. 

Recalling Yang Mingming’s claustrophobic mother-daughter portrait, Girls Always Happy
(2018), El Planeta evokes an Iberian Grey Gardens (1975), minus the high-society relations—a
film parallel reinforced when María turns up on the sofa wearing an elaborate beaded

headband that instantly conjures Little Edie’s trademark headscarves. Like East Hampton’s
Big and Little Edie, the mother-daughter pair are stranded on a forgotten edge of the Atlantic,
seemingly waiting for a ship that will never come in. Small events unfold in an atmosphere of
inevitable doom; like Leo’s reading session on the stairs outside their cold apartment door, it’s
only a matter of time before everything goes dark.

— Gilda Williams

El Planeta premiered at the Sundance Film Festival on January 30.

ALL IMAGES
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A still from Amalia Ulman's El Planeta. Photo: Sundance Film Festival.

Art Industry News: Artist Amalia Ulman’s
Debut Feature Film Starring Her Mom Gets
Rave Reviews at Sundance + Other Stories
Plus, the Parrish Museum names Kelly Taxter as its new director, and the ADAA�
fair moves its dates to November for good.

Artnet News (https://news.artnet.com/about/artnet-news-39), February 4, 2021

Art Industry News is a daily digest of the most consequential

developments coming out of the art world and art market. Here’s

what you need to know on this Thursday, February 4.

NEED-TO-READ
The Toledo Museum Wants to Become the World’s Most Accessible

– The Toledo Museum of Art is teaming up with the Ability Center of

Greater Toledo with an ambitious aim: to create the most disability-

friendly museum in the US. As part of the initiative, the museum will

bring on a full-time manager of access initiatives to make

recommendations for the museum’s design, staffing, and physical

accessibility. (The Blade

(https://www.toledoblade.com/local/2021/02/02/Art-museum-to-

establish-new-position-focused-on-

accessibility/stories/20210202108))

Frieze Launches Membership Program – In celebrating its 30th �
anniversary this year, the magazine and events company is �
launching a membership program with three tiers. It begins at $50 a �
year and includes priority booking for fairs, free digital events, and �
unlimited access to Frieze’s website. The top tier, designed for new �
collectors, will grant members early access to all Frieze events

(online and IRL) and visits to private art foundations. (Press release)

Amalia Ulman Debuted a Splashy Feature at Sundance – Film critic �
Todd McCarthy says that the artist’s first feature film, which debuted�at 

Sundance this week, will appeal to “downtown-style hipsters �
globally.” He seems to have enjoyed the “eccentric” movie, called El �
Planeta, which is about Ulman and her mother grifting while �tumbling 

into poverty. It “leaves one in a good mood and certain that �you’ve 

never seen anything quite like it before,” he

writes. Interview‘s critic Patrick Sandberg describes her as an

“invigorating new cinematic voice.” If you want to see the film for �
yourself, however, you may be out of luck for now: It is currently not �
seeking distribution and therefore has no release date. (Deadline

(https://deadline.com/2021/02/el-planeta-review-amalia-ulman-

sundance-film-festival-1234685743/), Interview

(https://www.interviewmagazine.com/film/el-planeta-heralds-amalia-

ulman-as-an-invigorating-new-cinematic-voice))



Helen Frankenthaler Foundation Launches Climate Change�
Initiative – With a new $5 million grant-making program, the late�
painter’s foundation wants to help visual arts organizations combat�
climate change. The multi-year Frankenthaler Climate Initiative, the�
first of its kind in the US, aims to target energy efficiency and clean�
energy projects at US art museums with its first grant cycle. (Press�
release) 

ART MARKET
The ADAA Fair Moves to November – The Art Dealers Association of�
America’s annual Art Show has become the latest art fair to shift�
dates—but this time, it’s for keeps. The event, which has historically�
been held at the Park Avenue Armory in late February, will move to�
November permanently. The 2021 edition will take place from�
November 3 to 7. (The Art Newspaper

(https://www.theartnewspaper.com/news/new-york-s-adaa-art-show-

will-be-held-in-november-from-2021-and-beyond))

Destinee Ross-Sutton Partners With Christie’s on Another Sale –

The auction house is reuniting with the young curator for a second�
iteration of last year’s online sale

(https://news.artnet.com/market/say-loud-show-christies-1901685)�
“Say it Loud (I’m Black and I’m Proud).” It will take place in August�
2021; the full artist lineup will be made available closer to the

date. (Press release)

COMINGS & GOINGS
Parrish Museum Names New Director – The Parrish Art Museum in�
Water Mill, New York, has named Kelly Taxter as its new director. She�
replaces Terrie Sultan, who led the museum for 12 years before�
stepping down in June. Taxter, who owned a New York gallery before�
joining the Jewish Museum as curator of contemporary art in 2013,�
begins her new role on March 22. (New York Times

(https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/03/arts/design/parrish-art-

museum-kelly-taxter.html))

US Artists Names Largest Grant Class Ever – The Chicago-based�
arts nonprofit United States Artists has named 60 fellows who will�
each receive a $50,000 cash award. Visual artists honored include

Bisa Butler, Diedrick Brackens, Carolyn Lazard, and Njideka Akunyili �
Crosby. (ARTnews (https://www.artnews.com/art-news/news/united-

states-artists-2021-fellowships-1234582800/))

Critic and Curator Guy Brett Dies at 78 – The British art figure, who �
cofounded London’s short-lived but pioneering Signals gallery

(https://news.artnet.com/exhibitions/kurimanzutto-signals-1321421) �
in the 1960s, died of unknown causes at age 78. Signals was a �
stomping ground for many important artists, including Lygia Clark �
and Takis, and played a major role in bringing international art to �
London. (ARTnews (https://www.artnews.com/art-news/news/guy-

brett-dead-critic-signals-gallery-1234582792/))

FOR ART’S SAKE
Harvard Museum to Offer Course on Beyonce’s Black Is King – The �
Harvard Museums of Science & Culture will offer an online course �
inspired by Beyoncé’s film Black Is King. “Black Is Queen: The Divine �
Feminine in Kush” will, according to the course’s website, integrate�
Beyoncé’s work into historical research “to emphasize the power �
and centrality of the African queen mother.” The virtual course, led �
by egyptologist Dr. Solange Ashby, will be held on March 25 at 6 p.m. �
You can register here (https://hmsc.harvard.edu/black-queen).

(Blavity (https://afrotech.com/black-is-king-barnard-professor))

The Getty Admits It Was Warned About Its Fake Gauguin – Los�
Angeles’s J. Paul Getty Museum is opening up about the history of a �
sculpture purportedly by Gauguin that it bought around a decade �
ago and later turned out to be fake (https://news.artnet.com/art-

world/gauguin-fake-getty-museum-1763589). It recently revealed �
that Gilles Artur, the director of the Musée Gauguin in Tahiti, had �
written the museum in 2002 to say the piece was a curio that had �
been circulating on the European market. A researcher dispatched �
by the museum to look into the matter failed to resolve the question, �
and it remained unanswered until the fake came to light last

year. (TAN (https://www.theartnewspaper.com/news/getty-warned-

about-fake-gauguin)) 
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Sundance 2021: Artist Amalia Ulman
and her mother launch ‘El Planeta’

Writer-director-star Amalia Ulman, left, and her mother Ale Ulman
in “El Planeta,” which is premiering at the 2021 Sundance Film
Festival. (Rob Kulisek )

By MARK OLSEN  | STAFF WRITER 

JAN. 30, 2021 10:41 AM PT

Premiering as part of the world cinema
dramatic competition at the Sundance Film
Festival, “El Planeta” is the feature filmmaking
debut for interdisciplinary artist Amalia Ulman,
who wrote, directed and stars in the movie.

Ulman gained notoriety in the art world for her
work that reflects on gender, class and
technology. Perhaps her best known work is
2014’s “Excellences & Perfections,” in which
over several months she posted to Instagram a
scripted performance piece that some
misinterpreted to be real.
Born in Argentina, Ulman grew up in Gijón,�
Spain, before moving to London to study at�
Central St. Martin’s college of art. She then�
lived in Los Angeles for five years before�
recently moving to New York City.

In the film, Ulman plays Leo, who returns to�
her hometown of Gijón from her studies in�
London after the death of her father. Her�
mother (Ale Ulman, Amalia’s actual mother, in�
her acting debut) is on the verge of being�
evicted from her apartment. The two women�
scrape by as long as they can, running a series�
of scams big and small, mostly small.

A melancholy comedy shot in black-and-white,�
the movie recalls the deadpan vignettes of early�
Jim Jarmusch films crossed with the mother-
daughter mix-ups of “Grey Gardens.”

Amalia Ulman sat for an interview over Zoom�
from New York ahead of the film’s festival�
debut.

First of all, what made you want to make�
a feature film? What was it that you�
couldn’t do in the mediums that you’ve�
been working in?

Because I worked in narrative performances�
before, it felt like a feature film was the right�
way to put together all the other works that I’ve�
been doing as an artist previously, but in a�
larger package and something that contained�
all the disciplines that I’m usually working�
with. So I think that was appealing to me. I�
always tend to work on my own and movies are�
a big group, but I got to a point in my own art
practice where I was working with more and�
more collaborators because the projects were�
getting bigger. And so that’s what led to like,
“Oh, I can just make a movie now.”

Is it getting easier now to bridge the�
divide between the fine art world and�
more conventional commercial feature�
filmmaking?

Personally it was so hard for me to have people�
trust me. Only a few people from the film world�
that knew my practice was very�
cinematographic already were convinced that I�
could make a film, they were, well, you’re�
already making something that fits, that kind of�
looks like a film already. 



But there was a lot of�people that didn’t know 
my practice, they just�knew I was an artist, 
whatever that means. And�they made it very 
hard for me to make a film.�Not only lack of 
encouragement, but more like,�“You cannot do 
that.” Which for me was�interesting because 
they were saying that I�couldn’t do things that I 
have already done in�the past and that already 
worked well for me,

I think both worlds are very protective of the�
people that are part of it. And they don’t want�
outsiders coming easily. I would say the same�
about the art world. The art world is very�
protective and they don’t like when actors start�
making art and they’re not very welcoming. I�
think it goes both ways.

Can you tell me more about your�
relationship with Miranda July? She�
posted about the movie and I understand�
that she’s been a supporter of the�project. 
What was her involvement?

Well, her involvement is kind of funny because�
it comes from a lack of involvement originally. I�
know Miranda because we gave a talk together�
organized by Hans Ulrich Obrist with David�
Lynch in Los Angeles. I think it was maybe�2015 
or something like that. And we stayed�friends 
from that, I studio-visited her a few

times while I was living in Los Angeles. And I�
really like how she has a world [and] that it all�
interconnects with one another, like the books�
and the films and everything is all Miranda.�
And that’s kind of the way I work too and�
everything that I’ve always done, it’s always�
very interconnected. So Miranda, I have told�
her about the film originally and she was one of�
the people that didn’t believe in me. And then�at 
the end of it, when I reached out for feedback�
on the finished film, she changed her mind and�
was aware that she had been one of the people�
that didn’t believe in me making a film.

But there were a lot of people that were�
supportive from the beginning, even if it was�
small advice, but just encouraging and that�
helped a lot. And Miranda gave a last push to�
the film that was very much appreciated. And�
also it was nice for her to admit that she hadn’t�
believed in it originally because of how hard it�
is to make a movie, but then once she saw that�
it was good she backtracked and she was super-
helpful. That was very nice.

Writer-director-star Amalia Ulman, right, and her real-life mother
Ale Ulman star in “El Planeta,” premiering as part of the 2021
Sundance Film Festival (Rob Kulisek)

How did you come to cast yourself and
your mother? Is the story based on your
own experience when you and your
mother lost your home in a court case
with your father?

Well, the film is extremely fictional. The
character of my mom is purely fictional. That’s
not how my mom is. That’s not how my mom
dresses. That’s not how I dress either. And the



origin of the story had to do with these two
female scammers from my city, that my mom
shared with me. And originally I thought of
making a documentary about them. And that’s
how I sort of started. Then I thought about
making a movie loosely based on them and that
developed into my mom and I playing those
characters. And I think we only use our own
real experiences as actors being able to tap into
that, in a way giving us the freedom to be
comedic about it.

Which is something a lot of movies about these
topics do not have, because they are always
from a different perspective on it, always very
pitiful and always very melodramatic. Because
they wouldn’t dare to approach the topic with
some humor. And I feel like what allowed us to
do that is the fact that we actually went through
that. So it gives us that ability to that. But
everything else in the movie is fictional. It’s not
a documentary, everything is made up.

Is the dynamic between the characters in
the movie similar to the way the two of
you really are? What do you gain from
having it be you and your mom?

That we’re good at it. And it is a very low-
budget film and it’s a family endeavor. And
when you have a low-budget film, when you
have to rely on semi-professional actors, your
choices are actually very limited. And so
sometimes it’s better to work with totally
untrained actors, like non-actors, than bad
actors. This was the case for this. I kind of
didn’t want to put myself in front of the camera
because I know how much it takes away from
all the other work that I do as a director, as a
writer, as a producer; once you’re in front of the
camera, you’re only an actress, like acting takes
a lot from all the other work that I do. So
originally I didn’t want to do that, but then at
the end of the day, my mom and I were the best
people to do this in the city of Gijón. It just
worked.

What interested you in the story of these
two female scammers? And then how did
you extrapolate that into the way in
which the two characters in the movie
are sort of obsessed with presentation
and self-care?

Well, what interested me is that it represented
very well the society structure, the hierarchies
in old Europe. People that might have mild
connections to royalty, people that, despite the
way they look, might be actually rich. And my
mother and I in the film are playing
traditionally Spanish characters, which for us is
like another layer of comedy because my mom,
for example, could have never really pulled
something like this off, because she has a mild
accent and then people know she’s South
American. And so I was fascinated by the story
of these woman, because it could only make
sense in a small town like this one, the fact that
they would just go around saying, ‘I’m rich, let
me have it for free.’ It’s like, what?

They don’t have anything except
themselves. And how they present
themselves to the world is the last

resource that they have.

AMALIA ULMAN ON THE MAIN CHARACTERS IN HER FILM ‘EL
PLANETA’

And then on the other hand, I was interested in
representing the dynamic between the mother
and daughter and the fact that they are maybe
the way you were saying, they are obsessed with
presentation or whatever. I think it’s not like
they’re personally obsessed with it, but that’s
the only thing they have left. Because their
bodies are the only thing they have left. They’re
about to lose [the mother’s] home in two
months. They don’t have any money. They
don’t have anything except themselves. And
how they present themselves to the world is the
last resource that they have. The mother is



https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/movies/story/2021-01-3…ndance-2021-artist-amalia-ulman-and-her-mother-launch-el-planeta

broke, but the only way that she can get some�
groceries or not be suspicious if she shoplifts is�
by her appearance.

So I didn’t see it so much an obsession, but�
more like a survival mechanism that women�
have when they don’t have anything left. It’s�
like, that’s the last thing you have.

Lastly, what are your expectations for�
Sundance? Obviously you’re premiering�
in this very unusual year, but as an artist�
you already have a lot of experience with�
the virtual world.

I have never been to the real Sundance, which�
maybe is a good thing because I have nothing to�
compare it to. I do miss cinemas a lot, but I’m�
not as traditional as other filmmakers in that�
sense. And one of the reasons that I moved into�
video art or filmmaking is because I’m disabled�
and these are very accessible formats that you�
can watch from a hospital bed or on your�
computer. And I don’t mind people watching�
films on a computer or even their phones. I’m�
happy that this year the festival will reach more�
people. My expectations for this festival is that�
it goes well and people like it and hopefully�
we’ll go to more festivals and we’ll have a great�
premiere in Europe and then later on people in�
Spain can see it and I get to make more films.�
That’s all I want, I just want to keep on making�
more films.
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Mark Olsen writes about all kinds of movies for
the Los Angeles Times as both a feature writer
and reviewer.
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